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Outline

• Side-objectives in travel and routing contexts
• Pareto-dominance, solution sets, trade-offs

Motivation and 
Basics

• Principles
• Use with heuristics (?!)

The epsilon-
constraint method

• Implementation
• Results compared to specialized methods

Bi-objective CVRP 
example
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Why not use a constraint?

• If we allowed only a little longer duration, perhaps we could 
reduce cost a lot.

Maximum duration too strict…

• If we pay only a little more, perhaps we could reduce the 
duration a lot.

Maximum duration not strict enough… 



Why consider side-objectives in VRPs?

An “optimal” solution should be…

… robust to noise in the input.
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Why consider side-objectives in VRPs?

An “optimal” solution should be…

… robust to noise in the input.

… balanced in terms of workload.

… consistent regarding service.



Take care with modeling!
Example: Robustness not “symmetric” Example: “Artificial” balance

Danger: ‘optimal’ solutions for poorly defined objectives!
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The classical ε-constraint method



Advantages

Every iteration except the last yields a non-dominated solution, by definition

Each sub-problem is completely independent of the others

Exploit similarities between consecutive Pareto-efficient solutions

General, easy to understand and implement, 1 simple parameter

All problem-specific aspects in 1 sub-routine, no dependencies with other levels



Heuristic Approximation Sets

Bad Better Good



Quality Metrics

But how can we identify these solution sets?
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VRP with Route Balancing
Workload Resource/Metric
What is being balanced?

A. Tour length / distance

B. Tour demand / service time

C. Number of stops / customers

Balance/Equity Function
How is the balance quantified?

1. Min-Max
2. Lexicographic
3. Range
4. Mean Absolute Deviation
5. Standard Deviation
6. Gini Coefficient
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How to consider all this variety in a simple but flexible way?



Implementation

• We have to handle the epsilon-constraint on the balance objective.
• The most general way is to add a penalty term to the cost objective.

• Let 𝑐𝑐 be the constraint value for the maximum allowed imbalance.
• Let 𝑏𝑏(𝑥𝑥) be the imbalance of solution 𝑥𝑥 acc. to the chosen function.
• Then the penalty for imbalance 𝑝𝑝𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 is calculated as:

𝑝𝑝𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥{ 𝑐𝑐 − 𝑏𝑏, 0} ∗ 𝑤𝑤𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏



Implementation

• Critical for efficient local search:
• efficient delta evaluations for each balance function
• sorted list of route workloads for quick re-evaluation
• examine a wider set of moves than for cost-minimization only

• Critical for efficient search along the Pareto front:
• enable warm-starts from search states of previous sub-problems
• i.e. start each search from a solution “closest” to the new epsilon-constraint

• Save all local optima (they could be non-dominated)
• Re-evaluate and repair solutions after the epsilon-constraint is tightened





Summary

• In practice, optimization problems can often be multi-objective.
• A multi-objective approach can identify attractive compromises.

• Single-objective heuristics can be used for bi-objective problems.
• A simple ε-constraint framework can outperform specialized multi-

objective metaheuristics when used with a state-of-the-art SO solver.

• General, flexible, and modular algorithm design is the key.
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